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Publications:


L. Oud. The Promise of Big Data Analytics – Transcending Knowledge Discovery through Point-of-Care Aplication (Chapter) in actionable Intelligence in Healthcare. (J. Liebowitz, A. Dawson (Editors) CRC Press, Taylor and Francis, 2017.)
Presentations:


J. Maher, M. Gao, R. Kelly. Prenatal Diagnosis of Urinoma and Dilated Azygous Vein. Presented at the 2016 World Congress on Ultrasound in Medical Education in Lubbock, TX, in September 2016.
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Publications:


Presentations:


A. Ramirez Berlioz, A. Haider, J Burks, A Siddique, A Ramirez, N Chaar. Primary Adrenal Lymphoma presenting as Bilateral Adrenal Masses. Presented at the 26th Annual Scientific & Clinical Congress in Austin, TX.


L. Oud. Usefulness of administrative data to study ICU-managed homeless patients: A population-level scan. Presented at the 46th Critical Care Congress of the Society of Critical Care Medicine in Honolulu, HI in January 2017.


Mullis A.H., Jogu H.R., Ahmad M.I., Feroz A., Mendapara V., Saleh M.M., Elfawal R.S., Onteddu N.K., Qureshi W.T. Statin Use in Asymptomatic Patients with Sepsis and Elevated Troponin is Associated with Lower Risk of Mortality.